GRC attendees have received calls and emails from representatives claiming to be affiliated with hotels in the area of GRC conference venues. **These representatives are not authorized by GRC.**

The representative asks for information on arrival and departure dates in order to reserve lodging. If you or your attendees are contacted by these individuals, we suggest that you do not respond or supply any personal/credit card information. If a GRC participant is attending a conference in 2022 and has registered as “on-site,” their lodging is reserved through GRC at the venue in which the conference is being held.

GRC venues reported to be impacted include (but are not limited to):

- Renaissance Tuscany II Ciocco in Barga, Italy
- Rey Don Jaime Gran Hotel in Barcelona, Spain
- Ventura Beach Marriott in Ventura Beach, CA, USA
- Four Points Sheraton in Ventura Beach, CA, USA
- Residence Inn Oxnard River Ridge in Oxnard, CA, USA
- Mount Snow Resort in Dover, VT, USA